Programme
Time in JKT
08:30

09:20

Delegate Registration
Ballroom 1 Foyer, G/F, Hotel Mulia Senayan, Jakarta
Welcome Address
Louis Boswell, CEO, AVIA

09:30

Opening Address: Policy and Regulations for the 21st Century in Indonesia

10:00

State of the TV and Video Streaming Industry in Indonesia
This opening session highlights the state of Indonesia’s video nation in the new post-pandemic economy and key
emerging trends that are shaping the future course of the television and online video sectors. It also highlights the
impact that macro and industry disruption is having on the media and telecom sectors in the market. What are the
key strategic paths to value as stakeholders strive to monetize content & connectivity in the online ecosystem?
Bettina Cavenagh, President Director, Clarity Research Indonesia, Indonesia Consultant, AVIA

10:20

Growth and Monetisation
According to Media Partners Asia, the value of the market for online video content consumption in Indonesia is
growing at 33% per year and is estimated to be worth nearly USD 5 billion by 2027. Indonesia’s SVOD industry has
made significant strides with local content playing an outsized role in influencing subscriber acquisition across SVOD
platforms in 2021. In this session, we look at how are local and international streaming providers are planning for
growth. Can local content that was once the domain of ad supported domestic TV now drive subscription uptake?
Is subscription the pre-eminent business model and is an ad free experience what consumers want and are prepared
to pay for? Subscriber growth vs price increases – how do they balance this equation?
Panelists:
Guntur Siboro, Country Head - Indonesia, Lionsgate Play
Hermawan Sutanto, Deputy CEO & COO, Vidio
Avijit Dutta, Deputy Country Manager, Indonesia, Viu

11:00

Keynote Conversation: Sports, Entertainment and Strategic Expansion
Vidio-owner Emtek is betting heavily on streaming and the expansion of Indonesia's digital economy, while still
keeping traditional TV alive. How will one of the most ambitious Indonesian conglomerates create and exploit value
across its streaming services, content libraries, and legacy TV business for both consumers & investors alike? What
is its approach towards creating a definitive destination for entertainment and sports? What other new businesses
is Emtek/Vidio betting big on?
Sutanto Hartono, MD, EMTEK
With Louis Boswell, CEO, AVIA

11:20

Content Landscape in Indonesia: How Has it Changed in the Age of Streaming?
With the rise of streaming there has been more focus than ever before on the choice of content each platform is
acquiring and producing. What are the commissioning and acquisition strategies of both established and new
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entrants to the Indonesia market and how has it shifted between linear and VOD? Which content genres are driving
this investment today? How do they find the right balance between content cost and return - is co-production the
key to mitigating these concerns?
Panelists:
Ashim Mathur, Senior Regional Director, Japan & Emerging Markets, Dolby Laboratories
Manoj Punjabi, President Director, MD Entertainment
Monika Rudijono, MD, Vidio
Clarissa Tanoesoedibjo, MD, Vision+
With Maria Liza Ginting, Country Head, Indonesia and Philippines, Zee Entertainment Enterprises (ZEEL)
12:00

In Conversation
Ching Ping Lee, CTO, Mola
With Sushant Sharma, VP APAC, Conviva

12:20

In Conversation: Consumers and Content in the Mobile Economy
Telecom operators in Indonesia have taken active roles in the country’s emerging digital economy to innovate and
create value for their customers. How is video entertainment driving the product and investment plans of
Indonesia’s leading mobile operator? How do they see the businesses of home video, broadband and mobile
developing in the future? What’s next for the telco incumbent & digital innovator?

12:40

Lunch Break

14:00

The Future of Pay TV
According to a report by GlobalData, the Indonesian Pay TV market is set to grow by more than US$130 million over
the coming years. While cable TV subscriptions will decline at a CAGR of 19% between 2020 and 2025, these losses
will be offset by considerable growth in DTH and IPTV subscriptions. Where is the Pay TV business going? Will the
growing consumption of streaming services undermine the Pay TV business model and if so, how will its content
strategy change as a result?
Panelists:
Ade Tjendra, CEO, MNC Vision Networks
Stéphane Le Dreau, SVP, Regional General Manager APAC, NAGRA
John Huddle, Director, Market Development, Asia, SES
Nicolas Bence, Business Development Manager, Distribution, TV5Monde

14:30

Topic to be confirmed

14:45

The Future of Site Blocking
Over recent years Indonesia has led the way in regulatory site blocking with regular, rolling waves of blocking
having a demonstrative impact on online piracy in Indonesia. However, pirates will always move the goal posts.
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CAP will moderate a session with local and international industry players to discuss what can be done to ensure
Indonesia remains at the cutting edge of effective site blocking.
Panelists:
Gina Pangaila, VP Legal, Vidio
With Matt Cheetham, GM, AVIA Coalition Against Piracy (CAP)
15:10

Fireside Conversation

15:30

Coffee Break

16:00

Delivering an Enhanced Viewing Experience to Minimize Churn
Competition amongst OTT platforms is rapidly increasing. Beyond the large organizations, many smaller entities are
taking a leap into OTT, with niche offerings gaining in popularity. With all this choice and recent reports stating that
consumers are starting to feel the impact of OTT fatigue, how can streaming service providers minimize churn? In
this session, we will hear case studies on how some of these platforms have discovered ways to control costs,
optimize operations and improve the end user viewing experience better than the competition.

16:30

The Future of Premium AVOD
Ad-supported viewership accelerated in Indonesia as the hunger for on-demand content grew. According to a recent
study by The Trade Desk, there are more than 50 million viewers who rely on ad-supported OTT in Indonesia. Are
AVOD services likely to get more “premium”? What types of audiences are ad-funded premium streaming services
delivering? How has the rise in ad-supported viewership helped drive new opportunities for advertisers and increase
scalability of premium AVOD?
Panelists:
Gavin Buxton, MD Asia, Magnite
Florencia Eka, Country Manager, Indonesia, The Trade Desk
Eka Sugiarto, Head of Media Indonesia & SEAA, Unilever
Lesley Simpson, Country Manager, WeTV and iflix Indonesia

17:00

Addressing the Concerns of Programmatic and CTV Adoption in Indonesia
Indonesia has great potential for the future development and growth of programmatic and CTV advertising,
especially with its young demographic driving the consumption of video content and streaming services. But the
single biggest barrier to programmatic and CTV adoption in Indonesia is the lack of expertise in this space. We will
look at how the issues over differentiating inventory and adoption could be addressed and also tackle the
challenges with audience verification, measurement, viewability and standardization.
Panelists:
Akshay Sharma, CIO, GroupM Indonesia
Tom Dover, Director, Video Marketplace Development, APAC, Xandr
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17:30

Investor Viewpoint: Strategic Opportunities for Growth in the Video and TMT Ecosystem
Investors are doubling down on Southeast Asia’s digital economy such as Indonesia. What’s at stake for strategic
and financial investors in the entertainment and TMT sectors? What are the key challenges and catalysts for value
and growth for investors and what are the opportunities across content, commerce and connectivity?
David Fernando Audy, Operating Partner, East Ventures

17:50

Cocktail Reception

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Media Partners
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Supporting Events and Organisations

Please email adela@avia.org / victor@avia.org
for sponsorship opportunities
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